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Pathfinder eidolon character sheet pdf free word

Eidolon character sheet. Pathfinder eidolon sheet. Pathfinder eidolon character sheet.
A more compact section for your armour and shield, rather than the nebulous "AC Items" box. Separate lists for Spells Known/in Spellbook and Spells prepared. The spell section on two-page character sheets is usually pretty awful. There are spots to write down what types of containers you are using too (Handy Haversack, Bag of Holding Type II,
masterwork backpack, etc.). So I've created a special third page just for spellcasters (see below). Expanded "Money" section includes a place to record your gems and "other" treasure like jewelry and art objects. So this tool was designed for free download documents from the internet. And the whole bottom half of the page is a rather extensive
mini-character sheet for your familiar, animal companion, mount, eidolon, pet, or whatever. Item slots! Without a specific place to record what slotted magic items you are wearing and what they do, they often get lost in your inventory. It also comes in handy during those times when you find yourself with negative levels. I can't help with the last
one, but I tried my hand at creating a better character sheet than the default pathfinder one. I made this in Word on a tiny little netbook, - not ideal circumstances - so the formatting may be a bit off. Links are at the top of the page. To view a copy of this license, visit or send a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain
View, California, 94041, USA. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Download the PDFs here: Advanced Character Sheet v1.0 Spellcaster and Animal Companion Sheet Read on for more info. Edit: apparently it's not best to print them off directly from the web. That's nice. Free Evolutions: Bite, Improved Natural Armor, Gills, Swim (2), and can select the
mount evolution. A "Conditional Attack Modifiers" section. So there it is. Much expanded inventory section! Broken down into the stuff you are wearing on your person (that are not slotted items), the stuff you have in your backpack, stuff you have in an additional container, and stuff you have, but not on you ("Sometimes possession is an abstract
concept..."). Pathfinder and associated marks and logos are trademarks of Paizo Publishing, LLC, and are used under license. There is a line for "Distinguishing Characteristics," which I always thought was fun. If you do cast spells, good luck trying to write them all down in that little space. BOLD SKILLS REQUIRE RANKS IN THEM TO USE. If you
don't cast spells, it is taking up room that could better be used recording your precious treasure. -your humble d20 despot We believe everything in the internet must be free. It needs to be legible, it needs to present the information you need in a logical and accessible manner, and it needs to be resistant to stains. eidolon name player name template
size alignment height deity weight languages STATISTICS ability score STR score modifier base JAMESTHEBARD.NET EIDOLON CHARACTER SHEET VERSION 1.0.0 HIT POINTS evolution abil. I have found it works well to insert each page onto a blank page of a Word doc (be sure to set all the margins to 0"). A section for Traits. enhance misc
EIDOLON BASE STATS damage taken total hp skills ep bab fortitude reflex willpower hit dice base form STRENGTH DEX NAT AC DEXTERITY CON CONSTITUTION STR INT STRENGTH BONUS INTELLIGENCE DEX WIS DEXTERITY BONUS WISDOM CHA ATTACKS temporary hit points CHARISMA MAXIMUM ATTACKS ARMOR CLASS AND
DEFENSE armor class AC total 10 + = 10 + = 10 + = 10 + armor shield dex size dodge TOUCH TOUCH ARMOR CLASS FLAT FLAT FOOTED ARMOR CLASS total COMBAT MANEUVER DEFENSE FORT total class INITIATIVE BONUS ability imp. (Sure you found a dragon's hoard, but 50 coins weigh one pound and you're already carrying the
equivalent a small magic item shop on your person.) Here's the optional Spellcaster/Animal page: *link* Improvements: First off, it exists at all. This sacrifices "branding" for extra space to write things about, say, your character. Hey everyone, I've got an even better version of this character sheet now! You can check it out here. Here's the first page:
*link* Improvements: First of all, approximately 0% of the page is spent telling you what game you are playing. Here's the second page: *link* Improvements: The big one: no spells section. Given the sheer number of classes that have some kind of animal friend, it is ridiculous not to have this on your character sheet. I replaced the "Size Bonus" box
in AC with "Dodge Bonus." For the most part, you either have a +1 size bonus to AC or you don't. If you've got any suggestions for improvement, feel free to leave them in the comments section. Well, no more! Now there is a handy place on the front page to put your +3d6 Sneak Attack or your +2 favoured enemy bonus on attack and damage rolls.
WEAPONS AND SPECIAL ATTACKS weapon enhance attack progression damage crit/range size type ammo/notes Created by JamesTheBard (www.jamesthebard.net). I noted on a lot of my character sheets that I was scrawling bonuses from the Point Blank Shot feat, the barbarian Rage ability, and various other things in the margins. Hey,
sometimes it's nice to know where on your body you are keeping all these weapons. init misc = DEX SR total SPELL RESISTANCE SPEED BASE SPEED EXP EXPERIENCE bab ability ability deflect dodge size misc STR DEX ATTACK MODIFIERS ability enhance REFLEX = DEX WILL = WIS WILLPOWER SAVE INIT total DR CON REFLEX SAVE total
DAMAGE REDUCTION = FORTITUDE SAVE misc BASE FORM NAT AC SAVING THROWS saving throws INITIATIVE natural deflect = ARMOR CLASS CMD total NATURAL AC BONUS misc total MELEE bab ability enhance = STR RANGED = DEX CMB = STR MELEE ATTACK BONUS RANGED ATTACK BONUS COMBAT MANEUVER BONUS
SKILLS class skill
FEATS, ABILITIES, AND NOTES
ACROBATICS* APPRAISE BLUFF CLIMB* CRAFT: CRAFT: DIPLOMACY DISABLE DEVICE* DISGUISE ESCAPE ARTIST* FLY* HANDLE ANIMAL HEAL INTIMIDATE KNOW: KNOW: KNOW: KNOW: KNOW: KNOW: LINGUISTICS
PERCEPTION PERFORM PROFESSION: RIDE* SENSE MOTIVE SLEIGHT OF HAND* SPELLCRAFT STEALTH* SURVIVAL SWIM* USE MAGIC DEVICE total ability ranks trained misc DEX INT CHA STR INT INT CHA DEX CHA DEX DEX CHA WIS CHA INT INT INT INT INT INT INT WIS CHA WIS DEX WIS DEX INT DEX WIS STR CHA
ASTERISKS MARK SKILLS AFFECTED BY ARMOR CHECK PENALTIES. The "Spell Failure" bit for your armour and weapons is given a more peripheral location. Based oﬀ of version created by Bill Barnes (www.neceros.com). incr. BASE FORMS AQUATIC: Size Medium; Speed 20’, swim 40’; AC +4 natural armor; Saves Fort (good), Ref (good), Will
(bad); Attack bite (1d6); Ability Scores Str 16, Dex 12, Con 13, Int 7, Wis 10, Cha 11. We are not responsible for the content. And a little section for spellbook pages used in case you keep track of that kind of thing. A "Temporary AC" box for all those times you have broken armour, are temporarily wearing a different suit of armour than usual (or no
armour), have a changed AC due to a spell or special ability, etc. uses/day Plus there is a little section to record the total weight of your coins, an oft-overlooked aspect of dungeon-looting. We are not associated with any website in anyway. Or am I going to have to use a character sheet for the time being? I moved Spell Resistance up near Damage
Reduction instead of squirreled away in a corner, and I added a section for resistances and immunities since nearly every non-core player race has one or more of those and a lot of magic items provide them. A "Notes" section with every weapon slot lets you record any helpful information you want, whether keeping track of the weapon's reach or
ability to make trip or disarm maneuvers, recording unusual magical properties or special materials, or just noting its physical characteristics (e.g., "lion-head pommel w/ruby eyes"). See paizo.com/pathfinderRPG for more information on the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Edit 3: New character sheet! Check the top of the page. Edit 2: I've finally
figured out how to host PDFs of my character sheets, so that should be more convenient for everyone involved. Or here's the download link: d20 Despot Advanced Character Sheet v3.0 But, if you prefer version 1.0, read on. A section for info about your cleric's domain, sorcerer's bloodline, wizard's school of specialization, or what-have-you. Is there a
option for this that I can't ﬁnd or a module? A breakdown of how Concentration works. Source: UM BIPED: Size Medium; Speed 30’; AC +2 natural armor; Saves Fort (good), Ref (bad), Will (good); Attack 2 claws (1d4); Ability Scores Str 16, Dex 12, Con 13, Int 7, Wis 10, Cha 11 Free Evolutions: Claws, Limbs (arms), Limbs (legs) QUADRUPED:
Size Medium; Speed 40’; AC +2 natural ar- BAGS AND CONTAINERS bag # light container medium mor; Saves Fort (bad), Ref (good), Will (good); Attack bite (1d6), tail slap (1d6); Ability Scores Str 12, Dex 16, Con 13, Int 7, Wis 10, Cha 11 Free Evolutions: Bite, Climb, Reach (bite), Tail, Tail Slap 1 POINT EVOLUTIONS
Basic Magic Bite Claws Climb Gills Hooves Improved Damage Improved Natural Armor Low-Light Vision Magic Attacks Mount Pincers Pounce Pull Push Reach Resistance Scent Skilled Slam Sting Swim Tail Tail Slap Tentacle
Unnatural Aura Wing Buﬀet
Blindsense Burrow Damage Reduction Frightful Presence Major Magic See in Darkness Swallow Whole Web
weight
base misc Ability Increase Channel Resistance Constrict Energy Attack Flight Gore Grab Head Immunity Keen Scent Limbs Minor Magic Poison Rake Rend Shadow Blend Shadow Form Trample Tremorsense Trip Undead Appearance Weapon Training TOTAL = SPECIAL ABILITIES ability type save/sr EQUIPMENT SLOTS BELTS BODY CHEST EYES
FEET HANDS HEAD Blindsight Breath Weapon Dimension Door Fast Healing Incorporeal Form Large Lifesense No Breath Spell Resistance Ultimate Magic HEADBAND NECK RING (LEFT) RING (RIGHT) SHOULDERS WRIST NOTES
OTHER EVOLUTIONS
evolution points 4 POINT EVOLUTIONS
3 POINT EVOLUTIONS
points
item EVOLUTION POINTS points
EQUIPMENT bag # heavy lift above lift oﬀ push/drag head ground 2 POINT EVOLUTIONS
lbs LOADS AND LIFT mor; Saves Fort (good), Ref (good), Will (bad); Attack bite (1d6); Ability Scores Str 14, Dex 14, Con 13, Int 7, Wis 10, Cha 11 Free Evolutions: Bite, Climb, Reach (bite),
Tail, Tail Slap SERPENTINE: Size Medium; Speed 20’; AC +2 natural ar- volume
Created by JamesTheBard (www.jamesthebard.net). I assume you would know that without having to check your character sheet. You are self-responsible for your download. I've playtested it a bit and reactions
have been very positive. I find that most characters that wear armour don't need to know their arcane spell failure chance, as most characters that would be concerned with that don't wear armour in the first place. There is a section for "Rolled HD," which can be handy for keeping track of your hit point progression and making sure you have as
much HP as you are supposed to. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. A place for you to note your every weapon's weight, value, and location on your person. Now there will be no confusion in those situations where you lose your backpack or sack and struggle to
determine what items you have left. A miniature breakdown of encumbrance rules! Serves as a little reminder to your players that they can't port the contents of the entire dungeon out on their backs. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Your character sheet is one of your most important tools for gameplay. I've found you get a lot more mileage out of
Dodge bonuses. There is a section for armour fortification.
BAB. This is the animal companion’s base attack bonus.An animal companion’s base attack bonus is the same as that of a druid of a level equal to the animal’s HD. Animal companions do not gain additional attacks using their natural weapons for a high base attack bonus.. Fort/Ref/Will. These are the animal companion’s base saving throw bonuses. An
animal … Hit Dice: For the purpose of effects related to number of Hit Dice, use the master’s character level or the familiar’s normal HD total, whichever is higher.. Hit Points: The familiar has half the master’s total hit points (not including temporary hit points), rounded down, regardless of its actual Hit Dice.. Attacks: Use the master’s base attack
bonus, as calculated from all his classes. 公益社団法人 日本農芸化学会のホームページ。大会情報や学会誌目次、公募情報などを掲載。 F This spell has a focus component not normally included in a spell component pouch. M This spell has a material component not normally included in a spell component pouch. R Spell requires a requisite religion or race. If
religion, spellcaster must worship the listed deity to utilize the spell. If race, the spell might only target members of the listed race (the spell will say this if … インターブランドジャパンによるブランド戦略に関する記事、事例、ブランド戦略セミナーのご案内です。
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